Spelling Activities Grid
Word Smart

Logic Smart

Picture Smart

Body Smart

Music Smart

People Smart

Self Smart

(Linguistic)

(Logical-Mathematical)

(Visual-Spatial)

(Bodily-Kinaesthetic)

(Musical)

(Interpersonal)

(Intrapersonal)

Write a sentence to
explain the meaning
of 10 of your words.

Put your words to a
number code. eg. A=1,
B=2, etc.

Design a board game
to play using your
words.

Spell your words using
sign language. You
may need to research
this on the internet.

Compose your own
jingle using your
spelling words.

Use your words to
play hangman.

Put your words in
order from easiest to
spell to hardest.

Write a commercial
using as many of your
words as possible.

Arrange your words in
alphabetical order.

Use Microsoft Word
to type you words in
different fonts and
colours.

Change the shape of
your body to create
letters. Spell out your
words.

Write some lines
from songs that you
know that contain
your words.

Create new spelling
activities to help
others learn their
words.

Write your words
onto small pieces of
paper. Cut them into
memorable parts and
glue them back
together.

Research the origins
of some of your
words.

Devise a mnemonic to
remember 5 of you
trickiest words. eg.
CAT = Caring And
Timid.

Illustrate each of
your words with a
picture.

Enter you words at
www.spellingcity.com
and play some games.

Spell your words
while playing
ascending notes on a
musical instrument.

Play Charades using
your spelling words.

Create a
Find-a-word using
your words.

Search through
newspapers to find as
many versions of your
words as possible. eg.
evaluate, evaluation,
etc.

Write you spelling
words using a phone
keypad as a number
code.

Create a poster
displaying some of
your words. You can
make it at
www.glogster.com.

Type your words and
then break them into
syllables.

Spell your words as a
chant to a nursery
rhyme.

Create a PowerPoint
presentation using
your spelling words.

Explain why you find
it hard to remember
some of your spelling
words.

Create a puppet play
that uses all of your
words.

Change the words to
songs by adding your
spelling words. Try to
get them to make
sense!

Send your teacher an
email using as many of
your words as
possible.

Create a
Crossword using your
words.

Write some synonyms
of your words (words
with the same
meaning).

Find words that have
broken a spelling rule
you know.

Create a comic strip
using your spelling
words.

